
The
MIT
Press

To order call
800-356-
0343(US &
Canada)or
(617) 625-
8569 Prices
higher
outside U.S.
and subject
to change
without
notice.

Condemned
to Repetition?
The Rise. Fall,
and Reprise of
Soviet-Russian
Military Interventionism.
1973-1996
Andrew Bennett
'This is a significant
contribution to the study of
Soviet and Russian military
intervention and to the
theoretical literature on the
impact of historical learning
on foreign policy behavior."
— Jack S. Levy.
Rutgers University
8CSIA Studies in
International Security
250 pp. $17 SO paper

The Coming Crisis
Nuclear Proliferation.
U.S. Interests, and
World Order
edited by Victor A. Utgoff
foreword by
General Larry D. Welch
"[Tjhis excellent collection
of essays offers impressive
insights into how to think
about these questions.'
— Barry M. Blechman,
President. Defense Forecast
International
8CSIA studies in
International Security
325 pp. $22.50 paper

Biological
Weapons
Limiting the Threat
edited by
Joshua Lederberg
foreword by
William S. Cohen, U.S.
Secretary of Defense
"[0]ne of the more
comprehensive and accurate
collections of information
on biological weapons and
consequences of their use
that I have read."
— Jerome M. Hauer.
Director. New York City
Mayor's Office of Emergency
Management
BCSIA Studies in
International Security
300 pp. $20 paper

The Effectiveness
of International
Environmental Regimes
Causal Connections
and Behavioral Mechanisms
edited by Or an R. Young
Examines how regimes influence
the behavior of their members
and those associated with them
Global Environmental Accord: Strategies (or
Sustainability and Institutional Innovation
364 pp. $27.50 paper

Exploration and
Contestation in the
Study of World Politics
Special issue of
International Organization
edited by Peter J. Katzenstein.
Robert 0. Keohane,
and Stephen D. Krasner
A republication in book form of a special
50th anniversary issue of the journal
International Organization.
400 pp. $25 :

Theory and Structure
in International
Political Economy
An International
Organization Reader
edited by Charles Lipson
and Benjamin J. Cohen
The first of two anthologies on
international political economy
drawn from articles published in
International Organization.
432 pp. $25 paper

Issues and Agents
in International
Political Economy
An International
Organization Reader
edited by Benjamin J. Cohen
and Charles Lipson
The second of two anthologies on
international political economy
drawn from articles published in
International Organization.
384 pp. $25 paper

http://mitpress.mit.edu
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Cambridge Journals

Review of International Studies
Founded in 1974 as the flagship journal of the
British International Studies Association, Review

of International Studies serves the needs of scholars
in international relations and related fields such as
politics, history, law, and sociology. From 1998 the
Review of International Studies has a new team of
Editors based in the largest department of
international politics in Europe. The Review

continues to publish a significant number of high
quality research articles grouped according to key
themes, and review articles which survey new
contributions to the field. Other innovations
include the introduction of a 'forum' section to
accommodate debates and replies; occasional
interviews with leading scholars; 'teaching articles'
and more review articles.

Subscriptions

Volume 25 in 1999: January, April, July and

October, plus one supplement

Institutions print plus electronic: £88;

Individuals print only: £50

£40 for APSA and AHA members, members of

BISA receive the journal as part of their annual

dues. ISSN 0260-2105

Take a closer look... free
Please send me a free sample copy of

Review of International Studies

Send coupon to:
Journals Marketing, Cambridge University Press,
The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge, CB2 2RU, UK

exad

name

address

to contact the Journals Marketing Department -

in Cambridge: tel +44(0)1223 325806 fax +44(0)1223 315052 email journals_marketing@cup.cam.ac.uk

inNewYork: tel (914)9379600x154 fax (914)9374712 email journals_marketing@cup.org
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Continuum International
Avrahan Sela, Editor

POLITICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF THE MIDDLE EAST
"Contains a wealth of political and histor-
ical information on the Middle East....[it] is
current, concise, and relatively unbiased
— a useful reference tool..."

— Library Journal
816 pp. 0-8264-1053-7 $125.00 hbd 25 maps

Lloyd Pettiford and Melissa Curley
CHANCING SECURITY AGENDAS
AND THE THIRD WORLD
Outlines the theoretical tools at the disposal
of students for their own rethinking of secu-
rity in the context of the Third World.

160 pp. 1-85567-538-2 $49.95 hbd

David R. Bewley-Taylor

THE UNITED STATES AND
INTERNATIONAL
DRUG CONTROL, 1909-1997
Provides a picture of U.S. involvement with
international drug control from its inception
to the present day.

192 pp. 1-85567-610-9 $45.00 hbd

Ian Harris, Editor

BUDDHISM AND POLITICS IN
MODERN ASIA
How Buddhism has resisted, come to terms
with, or in some cases allied itself with war,
modernity, westernization, nationalism.
capitalism, communism and ethnic conflict.

256 pp. 0-304-70003-7 $89.50 hbd
0-304-7O0O4-5 $32.50 pbk

Peter Calvert and Susan Calvert

THE SOUTH, THE NORTH AND
THE ENVIRONMENT
A clear overview of environmental politics
developing world, using examples drawn
from five continents. Illustrated

224 pp. 1-85567-535-8 $65.00 hbd
1-85567-536-6 $21.95 pbk

larrod Wiener
GLOBALIZATION AND THE
HARMONIZATION OF LAWS
Argues that the state has not lost authority
across a range of sovereignty issues, includ-
ing international banking, money launder-
ing, and the Internet.

224 pp. 1-85567-576-5 $65.00 hbd
1-85567-577-3 $24.95 pbk

Michael Neary, Editor

GLOBAL HUMANIZATION
Studies in the Manufacture of Labour
Argues for the recomposition of a social
order within which human life is the project
and not a resource.

224 pp. O-72O1-2340-2 $80.00 hbd

Roger Eatwell and Anthony Wright, Editors

CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL
IDEOLOGIES -New Revised Edition
International scholars offer an authoritative
introduction to modern political ideologies.
256 pp. 1-85567-605-2 $65.00 hbd

1-85567-606-0 $24.95 pbk

Przemyslaw Grudzinski
and Peter van Ham

A CRITICAL APPROACH TO
EUROPEAN SECURITY
Identity and Institutions
Examines the key elements of Europe's
dynamic security framework in the broad
political context of western powers and
Russia. 192 pp. 1-85567-565-X $65.00 hbd

1-85567-566-8 $24.95 pbk

- T h e C o n t i n u u m Publ ishing C o m p a n y , 370 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10017 —
Tel.: 212-953-5858 Fax:212-953-5944 To order, call 1-800-561-7704 Email: contin@tiac.net

www.continuum-books.com www.cassell.co.uk
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Now available electronically for institutions

International
Political Science
Review
Revue internationale de science politique

The journal of the International Political Science Association

International
Political Science

Review

Edited by Nazli Choucri Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, USA and Jean

Laponce University of British

Columbia, Canada

The International Political Science
Review has established itself as the
journal of record for political scientists
interested in advancing their discipline
without the confines of parochialism. In
the true intellectual tradition of IPSA it
has continued to create and
disseminate rigorous political inquiry
free of sub-disciplinary or any other
orthodoxy.

Published quarterly
ISSN: 0192-5121

Highlights from Recent Issues Include:

I Contrasting Unitary and Federal Systems
Daniel Elazer

I Presidentialism versus Parliamentarism
FredWRiggs

I From Local Governmentto Local Governance
- and Beyond? Caroline Andrew

I Theoryand Urban Politics Gerry Stoker

I Democracy and Time: An Invitation
Andreas Schedler and Javier Santlso

I Electoral Systems and Democracy in Central
Europe, 1990-1994 Janos Simon

I Globalization,Telecommunication, and
Virtual Ethnic Communities
David J.EIkins

I Planning, DemocracyandtheChallengeof
Sustainable Development
James Meadowcroft

Order Form for New Subscribers -' rod uc tor\

SAGE Publications, 6 Bonhill Street, London EC2A4PU, UK
Subscription Hotline +44 (0)171330 1266/Email: subscription@sagepub.co.uk

USA orders to be sent to:
PO Box 5096, Thousand Oaks, CA 91359

Name

Address

Q Yes! I want to subscribe to Intl Political
Science Review starting with Vol 20 (1999)

Q Introductory Rate for Individuals
£37/US$60 (Usual Rate £47/US$75)

Q Institutional Rate £115/US$184

_8J01

Methods of Payment

• I enclose a cheque (made payable
to SAGE Publications Ltd) for:

Please invoice my credit card
Q Mastercard Q Visa Amount:

Card No: [ J ^ I I 1 1TTTT
Expiry Date:

Signature:. Date:

SAGE Publications Online http.//www.sagepub co uk
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TOCQUEVILLE'S REVENGE
State, Society, and Economy in Contemporary France

JONAH D. LEVY
France has long been characterized as a statist or dir/giste

political economy, with state "strength" predicated on auton-

omy from a weak and divided civil society. Jonah Levy shows

that this disdain for societal and local institutions has come

back to haunt French officials.The absence of societal part-

ners undermined the operation of d/rig/ste policymaking in

the 1970s and early 1980s and has made it difficult to forge

alternative forms of economic coordination in the post-

dirigiste period. Levy argues that just as the French state has

been weakened by an absence of societal and local part-

ners, French civil society has been weakened by the absence

of a supportive state.

$55.00 cloth

Tocqueville's
Revenge

SUM. SocrttK «td Economy
In CoMcmpo My fane*

Jon«h 0. Levy

H A R V A R D U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S
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Rethinking
MARXISM
A journal of Economics, Culture, and Society

The aim of the journal is to stimulate interest and debate over the explanatory
power and social consequences of Marxian economic and social analysis. To
that end, it publishes studies that seek to discuss, elaborate, and/or extend
Marxian theory. The concerns of the journal include theoretical and philo-
sophical (methodological and epistemological) matters as well as more con-
crete empirical analysis — all work that leads to the further development of a
distinctively Marxian discourse. Contributions are encouraged from people in
many disciplines and from a wide range of perspectives. It is the editors' belief
that Marxian approaches to social theory are important for developing stratc
gies toward radical social change—in particular, for ending class exploitation
and the various forms of political, cultural, and psychological oppression
including oppression based on race and gender. Research that explores these
and related issues from a Marxian perspective are particularly welcome.

ARTICLES OF INTEREST: Marx, Fanon, Nkrumah, and the Intersection
of Socialism and Radical Feminism, Kenneth Long • Marxist Theory and
Marxism as a Mass Ideology: The Effects of the Collapse of 'Really Existing
Socialism' to West-European Marxism, John Milios • Throwing a Dishcloth
into the Works: Troubling Theories of Domestic Labor, Jenny Cameron
Art, Economy, and the Differentiation of Value, Roby Rajan

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
ISSN 0893-5696, Volume 10, 1998 (4 issues)
Individuals: $33.00; Outside U.S.: $45.00 (surface mail); $55.00 (airmail)
Institutions: $95.00; Outside U.S.: $117.00 (airmail)
Students*:.$20.00; Outside U.S.: $27.00 (surface mail); $37.00 (airmail)
*Current I.D. required.

Also available in better bookstores.

GUILFORD PUBLICATIONS, INC., Attn: Journals Dept.
72 Spring Street, New York, NY 10012

©
Call Toil-Free: 1-800-365-7006, 9 AM to 5 PM EST
CALL: 212-431-9800 • FAX: 212-966-6708
E-mail: staff@guilford.com
Website: http://www.guilford.com

SAMPLE COPIES AVAILABLE!
samples @guilford. com
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Visiting Fellowships
2000-2001

Center of International Studies
Princeton University

The Center of International Studies (CIS) at Princeton University invites
applications for Visiting Fellowships for the academic year 2000—2001. The
CIS will award eight to ten fellowships to college and university faculty and
professionals interested in contributing to research and writing on international
relations and national development. Fellows participate in a weekly seminar
and other activities of the Center. They have access to Firestone Library and
the many facilities of Princeton University. Teaching opportunities can be
explored on an individual basis.

Applicants are expected to have a doctorate or a professional postgraduate
degree; they may not be in the process of writing a dissertation. The application
deadline is December 15, 1999, for fellowships beginning September 2000.
Information and an application can be obtained by writing to Visiting
Fellowships, Center of International Studies, Bendheim Hall, Princeton
University, Princeton, NJ 08544-1022; or from the Center's website at ht tp: / /
wwwwws.princeton.edu/~cis.
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Strategic studies
from the IISS

Survival: The IISS Quarterly
Recognised by specialists as an invaluable resource Survival
challenges conventional wisdom and brings fresh, often controversial,
perspectives to bear on the strategic issues of the moment. In the past
year, Survival readers have enjoyed thought-provoking analysis from
leading international commentators. With readers in over one hundred
countries, Survival is essential for practitioners, analysts, teachers, and
followers of international affairs.

Subscription rate 1999: £52/$84 j^§j
Student rale: £27442

www.survival.oupjournals.org

Also available from the IISS
Strategic Survey 1998/9 reviews
and analyses the political.
economic and foreign policy
trends and developments of
1998 and the first quarter of
1999
Subscription rate 1999: E29/W8

www.stratsurv.oupjournals.org

The Military Balance is the
most authoritative
assessment of the military
capabilities and defence
economics of nearly 170
countries world-wide.
The Military Balance 98/99
Published October 1998
Subscription rate: E54/S102
The Military Balance 99/99
Published October 1999
Subscription rate: E75/J126

wvAv.milbal.oupjournals.org

KEEP UP TO DATE
Oxford University Press is pleased to announce it* new table of
contents e-mail service for Survival. You can join this whether you
are o subscriber or not. To regularly receive the very latest table of
contents - in advance of publication - just go to the web addresses
above and follow the simple instructions.

The Adelphi Paps monograph
series is the Institute's
principal contribution to
original academic, policy-
relevant research. Each year
up to ten issues are published
covering a wide range of
international subjects and
offering a rigorous analysis of
strategic and defence topics
and other related issues of
the day.

Subscription rate 1999: £1264203
www.adelphi.oupjournals.org

Order a free sample copy
D Please send me a tree sample copy ol

Survival

OXFORD
UNIVERSITY PRESS

NaroB i* F

Address

Country

Fa further details contact
Journals Marketing (XAD) Oxford University Press
2001 Evans Road, Cary, NC 27513
lei: 1 800 852 7323 iusA«c«.<»nor 919 677 0977 fax: 919 677 1714
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"FT

Civilian Control
of the Military
The Changing Security Environment
Michael C. Descn

"Desch's view that a declining focus on
external threats will make civil-military
relations worse is an important one—
especially in a world where domestic
conflicts vastly outnumber international
wars. This is an important book that is
likely to make a significant contribution
to the field."—Steven R. David, The
Johns Hopkins University

$34.95 hardcover

Rabin and Israel's
National Security
Efraim Inbar
"Specialists would undoubtedly regard
this book's publication as providing the
definitive work of scholarship and
interpretation of Yitzhak Rabin's
historic role in the evolution of Israel's
national security doctrines and
practices. Its best features include
meticulous, exhaustively thorough
research, clear organization, and a
straightforward prose style blessedly
free from military or political science
jargon."—Samuel W. Lewis, former
Ambassador of the United States to
Israel

Woodrow Wilson Center Press

$32.00 hardcover

The Politics of
Verification
Nancy W. Gallagher
How to evaluate compliance is among
the most difficult questions that arise
during treaty negotiations and ratifica-
tion debates. Nancy Gallagher explores
the causes of verification controversies
and the processes through which they
are perpetuated or provisionally
resolved. By examining nuclear test
ban negotiations from the Eisenhower
through the Clinton administrations,
Gallagher finds that the assumptions
about verification that have dominated
U.S. policy shape domestic debates in
ways that hinder stable agreement on
significant test restrictions.

$45.00 hardcover

Multilateral
Negotiations
Lessons from Arms Control, Trade,
and the Environment
Fen Osier Hampson
with Michael Hart

"Although there are more instances and
many case studies of multilateral
negotiations, there are almost no
conceptual—let alone theoretical—
studies of the subject... Fen Hampson
has rendered a great service in helping
to fill this gap by testing and deriving
insights about multilateral decision
making from a number of empirical
exercises. The work is a major contribu-
tion to understanding an important
diplomatic activity and to opening up a
new field of analysis."—I. William
Zartman, American Political Science
Review

$17.95 paperback

The Johns Hopkins University Press
1-800-537-5487 • www.press.jhu.edu
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In each issue of the Brown Journal ofWorld
Affairs, prominent writers and world
leaders come together to debate key

topics in contemporary world politics. Areas
explored in past issues include:

• The South Asian Subcontinent at Fifty
• Emerging Markets
• The International Criminal Court
• The Future of European Security
• Political Islam
• Peru at the Crossroads
• The Politics of Military Aid and Intervention

Founded in 1993, the Brown Journal of World
Affairs is published biannually at Brown Uni-
versity. Its readers enjoy a broad range of per-
spectives on the complex dynamics shaping the
modern world.

PAST CONTRIBUTORS

MADELEINE ALBRIGHT

JIMMY CARTER

MIKHAIL GORBACHEV

VACLAV HAVEL

JOSEPH S. NYE, JR.

SADAKO OGATA

ROBERT JERVIS

BOUTROS BOUTROS-GHALI

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI

CHRISTOPHER PATTEN

SHIMON PERK

JAVIER SOLANA

ALI AKBAR VELAYATI

ELIZABETH FOZ & MADELEINE KOKX, EDITORS-IN-CHIEF

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Individual - Domestic:
One Year (Two Issues) - $16.00
Two Years (Four Issues) - $30.00

Institution:
One Year (Two Issues) - $35.00
Two Years (Four Issues) - $70.00

Individual - Foreign:
One Year (Two Issues) - $25.00
Two Years (Four Issues) - $45.00

Send orders with check to:
The Brown Journal ofWorld Affairs
Brown University, Box 1930
Providence, RI 02912

Tel: (401) 863-7731 Fax: (401) 863-7730 E-mail: <BJWA@Brown.edu>
http://www.brown.edu/Studen ts/Journal_of_World_AfFairs/index.html
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METAPOLITICA I
REV1STA TRIMESTRAL DE TEORIA Y C1ENC1A DE LA POUTICA

Vol. 3, Num. 11, Mexico, julio • septiembre • 1999

•
TEORIA Y METATEORIA

ERNST JUNGER Y LA VIOLENCIA NAZI (DOS TEXTOS INEDITOS DEL

FILOS6FO ALEMAN Y UN COMENTARIO DE VICTOR FARIAS

•

DOSSIER

LA MICROFISICA DEL PODER O LAS CARAS DE LA VIOLENCIA

FlGURAS DE LA VIOLENCIA: VERTIENTES DEL RADICALISMO POLITICO

Raymundo Mier

E L PROYECTO ILUSTRADO Y LA VIOLENCIA SOCIAL

Maria Teresa de la Garza

ENCIERRO Y VIOLENCIA

Maria Laura Sierra

VlOLENCIAS DOMESTICAS

Pilar Calveiro

ARTE, TRANSGRESI6N Y VIOLENCIA

German Plasencia

•
PERFILES FlLOSOFICO-POLtnCOS

MICHEL FOUCAULT

LA MIRADA DE FOUCAULT: EL LANCE TOPOL6GICO

Francisco Guzman Marin

FOUCAULT: LA PRIMACU DE LA GUERRA EN EL DISCURSO HIST6RICO-POLITICO

Maria Dolores Paris Pombo

LA ODISEA CRITICA DE MICHEL FOUCAULT

Arturo Santillana Andraca

Suscripciones: Playa Erendira 19, Barrio Santiago Sur, Mexico, 08800, D.F., MEXICO

Tel. (oi) 56 33 38 73, Fax (01) 56 33 38 59, e-mail: metapolitica@cepcom.com.mx

Pagina web: httpy/www.cepcom.com.mx/metapolitica
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New in Paperback
Dwid iWLoki

ENTANGLING
RELATIONS
AMF.RICA1 FOREIGN (OlICY IN IIS CtNlURV

Entangling Relations
American Foreign Policy in Its Century

David A. Lake

Throughout the twentieth century, the U. S.
has wrestled with two central questions. Should
it pursue its security unilaterally or in coopera-
tion with others? If the latter, how can its inter-
ests be best protected against opportunism by
untrustworthy partners? In a major attempt to
explain security relations from an institutional-
ist approach, David A. Lake shows how the
answers to these questions have differed after
World War I, during the Cold War, and today.

"This is the most ambitious, most success-
ful attempt yet to bring under a single, concep-
tual framework the strategic choices available
to a state seeking to enhance its security:
empire, alliance, and unilateralism. This is a
major contribution to the field of international
politics."—Jack Snyder
Princeton Studies in International History and Politics
Paper $17.95 ISBN 0-691-05991-8
Cloth $60.00 ISBN0-691-05990-X

iKiTCftJ

• |JTHFX)RYand|

I INTERNATIONAL

REIATIONS

Revised paperback edition,
with a new afterword

Political Theory and
International Relations
Charles R. Beitz

"This important book deals a deadly blow
to the facile assumptions that support the
widespread belief that moral judgment is fun-
damentally inapplicable or inappropriate in
matters of foreign policy and international rela-
tions."—David V. Edwards, Social Science
Quarterly
Paper $14.95 ISBN 0-691-00915-5

Princeton University Press
AT FINF BOOKSTORES OR CALL 800-777-4726 • HTTP: -PUP.PRINCtTON.EDU
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